Ad hoc wireless mesh networks formed by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped with wireless transceivers (access points (APs)) are increasingly being touted as being able to provide a flexible "on-the-fly" communications infrastructure that can collect and transmit sensor data from sensors in remote, wilderness, or disaster-hit areas. Recent advances in the mechanical automation of UAVs have resulted in separable APs and replaceable batteries that can be carried by UAVs and placed at arbitrary locations in the field. These advanced mechanized UAV mesh networks pose interesting questions in terms of the design of the network architecture and the optimal UAV scheduling algorithms. This paper studies a range of network architectures that depend on the mechanized automation (AP separation and battery replacement) capabilities of UAVs and proposes heuristic UAV scheduling algorithms for each network architecture, which are benchmarked against optimal designs. unmanned aerial vehicle, wireless mesh network, battery replacement
Introduction
Micro or small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been receiving increasing attention in military, commercial, and social applications [1] . These UAVs are expected to be emerging solutions for surveying areas in which humans and ground vehicles cannot easily enter, such as untouched wilderness areas and disaster-damaged areas [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . They are also operated as an ad hoc wireless mesh network infrastructure that connects such isolated areas to a communication infrastructure [7] [8] [9] , which could be a promising solution, particularly for collecting sensor data obtained in these areas. The benefits of airborne relaying, in which a UAV provides an interconnection between an isolated area and a communication infrastructure, have been discussed [10] . It was reported that airborne connection provides better connectivity and throughput than ground connections because three-dimensional positioning of relaying nodes provides line-of-site (LOS) propagation and suppresses shadowing and fading effects more effectively. Multihop airborne relaying and aerial wireless mesh networks that use a multi UAV system have also been proposed [7, 11] . Although those networks cover longer distances than single-hop networks, the technical problems of routing and scheduling are more complicated. Researchers have been working on routing protocols and algorithms and battery recharging scheduling for maintaining the connectivity of wireless mesh networks.
However, networks built on the basis of conventional techniques are not sufficiently effective in terms of sustainability because earlier works have not considered the following assumptions: (1) Wireless access points (APs) can be separable from UAVs and carried by UAVs. Therefore, UAVs do not need to keep flying once APs are placed at appropriate positions for connectivity. (2) UAV and AP batteries can be replaced and carried by UAVs. UAVs do not need to wait at the energy station until their batteries are fully charged. The recent development of mechanical automation for UAVs has been making these assumptions realistic. First, the automatic battery-replacement technology, which is also called battery swapping, for UAVs has been recently well-discussed [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . As illustrated in Figure 1 , the automatic battery-replacement technology enables UAVs to replace their discharged batteries with new ones and start flying immediately, without waiting until they are fully charged at the energy station. Moreover, the technology of load manipulation by UAVs has been developed [18] [19] [20] [21] . With this technology, as illustrated in Figure 2 , UAVs can carry small APs and batteries for the APs and place them at appropriate positions.
In this paper, we propose a new design for wireless mesh networks formed by UAVs under the assumption that both batteries and APs are replaceable and separable from UAVs and are carried and placed at the appropriate positions by the mechanical automation of UAVs. We present possible design models of UAV-formed mesh networks and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each model. We also consider the number of UAVs required for maintaining the connectivity as a primary metric of how feasible the design model is and show numerical results obtained through computer simulations. In addition, we examine and present the number of required batteries and the throughput performance of our system.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: 1) we present a novel approach that addresses mesh networks formed by UAVs with replaceable batteries and separable APs; 2) we present possible design options of UAV-formed mesh networks and compare them; and 3) we study the feasibility of designing such mechanically automated networks in terms of the numbers of required UAVs and batteries and the throughput, which are evaluated by computer simulations. The differences between this paper and our previous paper [22] are summarized as follows: 1) this paper has developed the mathematical formulation of our system to discuss the baseline and the lower-bound performances in the simulation results; 2) the previous paper assumed a linear battery model without considering the non-linear characteristics of the battery; 3) the previous paper assumed an unlimited number of batteries, while this paper evaluates the required number of batteries; and 4) the throughput performance of UAV-formed mesh networks was not evaluated in the previous paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents the model, the problem statement, and the algorithm for UAV operation of the proposed system. Then, Section 4 demonstrates the model and presents the results of the feasibility evaluation, which uses a realistic battery model. Next, the throughput performance analysis is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related work
This section discusses the prior works related to this paper. First, we discuss the automatic battery-replacement technology, which is one of the basic requirements of UAVs in our system. A load-manipulation technology for UAVs is assumed in our system since UAVs need to carry APs and place them at predetermined positions and carry batteries for APs. Finally, we discuss prior works that have addressed scheduling problems in UAV systems.
Battery replacement
In 2010, Swieringa et al. demonstrated a battery swapping mechanism and online algorithms for addressing resource management, vehicle health monitoring, and precision landing onto the battery swapping mechanism's landing platform [13] .
There were many research efforts on battery replacement technology in 2011. Kemper et al. proposed three station designs for refilling platforms and one concept for battery exchange platforms [14] . They also analyzed the economic feasibility of automatic consumable replenishment stations, considered two types of stations (container refilling and container exchange), and discussed the application of these systems. They asserted that refilling platforms better suit lowcoverage unmanned aerial systems (UASs), while exchange stations allow high coverage with fewer UAVs. In another work, they compared different solutions for various modules of an automated battery replacement system for UAVs [12] . They also proposed a ground station capable of swapping a UAV's batteries and discussed prototype components and tests of some of the prototype modules. They concluded that their platform is well-suited for high-coverage requirements and is capable of handling a heterogeneous UAV fleet.
Toksoz et al. introduced a hardware platform for automated battery changing and charging for multiple UAV agents [15] . From the results of experiments in an indoor flight test facility, they concluded that their change/charge station has sufficient capability and robustness in the context of a multi-agent, persistent mission where surveillance is continuously required over a specified region. In 2015, they presented the development and hardware implementation of an autonomous battery maintenance mechatronic system that significantly extends the operational time of battery-powered small-scale UAVs [16] . This automated system quickly swaps a depleted battery of a UAV with a replenished one while simultaneously recharging several other batteries.
In 2013, Fujii et al. proposed the concept of "Endless Flyer": they developed an automatic battery replacement mechanism that allows UAVs to fly continuously without manual battery replacement and suggested scalable and robust applications for the system. They conducted an initial experiment using this system and successfully assessed the possibility of continuous surveillance in both indoor and outdoor environments [17] .
Load manipulation
In 2011, Pounds et al. analyzed key challenges encountered when lifting a grasped object and transitioning into laden free-flight [18] . They determined stability bounds in which the changing mass-inertia parameters of the system due to the grasped object will not destabilize the flight controller. They demonstrated grasping and retrieval of a variety of objects while hovering, without touching the ground, using the Yale Aerial Manipulator testbed.
In 2012, Palunko et al. tackled the challenging problem of using quadrotors to transport and manipulate loads safely and efficiently. Aerial manipulation is extremely important in emergency rescue missions and in military and industrial applications [19] . They described and summarized two possible approaches that enable agile and safe load transportation using a single quadrotor UAV: 1) an adaptive controller that considers changes in the center of gravity and 2) an optimal trajectory generator based on dynamic programming for swing-free maneuvering. From the simulation results, they verified the validity of the proposed algorithms. They also presented experimental results of the proposed optimal swing-free trajectory tracking approach.
In a project named AEROWORKS, Bartelds et al. proposed a solution that combines control of the aerial manipulator's end-effector position with an innovative design approach of aerial manipulation systems consisting of both active and passive joints [20] . The approach aimed at limiting the influence of impacts on the controlled attitude dynamics to allow the aerial manipulator to remain stable during and after impact. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach and the developed mechanical system achieve stable impact absorption without bouncing away from the interacting environment.
Scheduling
Cummings and Mitchell performed pioneering work on scheduling in UAV systems [23] : To study how levels of automation affect UAV knowledge-based missions and payload management control loops from a human supervisory control perspective, they conducted a simplified simulation of multiple UAVs operating independently of one another. The goal was to determine how increasing levels of automation affected operator performance to identify possible future automation strategies for multiple UAV scheduling.
In 2013, Kim et al. developed a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) model for formalizing the problem of scheduling a system of UAVs and multiple shared bases in disparate geographic locations [24] . In practice, their approach allowed for a long-term mission to receive uninterrupted UAV service by successively handing off the task to replacement UAVs served by geographically distributed shared bases.
Felice et al. investigated the utilization of low-altitude aerial mesh networks of small UAVs (SUAVs) to re-establish connectivity among isolated end-user devices located on the ground [7] . In particular, they addressed the problem of energy lifetime and proposed a distributed charging scheduling scheme through which persistent coverage of SUAVbased mesh nodes can be guaranteed in an emergency scenario. They presented a distributed algorithm that enables SUAV-based mesh nodes to autonomously decide when to recharge. Their algorithm was designed on the basis of the following requirements: (i) it attempts to preserve the connectivity index by giving precedence to SUAV-based mesh nodes whose departure will not cause the partitioning of the aerial mesh, and (ii) it accounts for the recharging need of each SUAV-based mesh node on the basis of its residual energy. 
UAV-AP models
We consider multiple representative classes of UAV-AP models, as summarized in Table 1 . The first classification divides the models into UAV-AP joint (JNT) models and UAV-AP separate (SPT) models. In the former, UAVs work as APs when they stay at the predetermined AP positions. In the latter, UAVs and APs work separately as UAVs and APs. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1 , the second classification is based on the battery replenishment strategies and classifies the models into charging (CH) and replacement (RP) models. Thus, the UAV-AP models are JNT-CH, JNT-RP, SPT-CH, and SPT-RP.
UAV-AP joint case

System model
The proposed system in the UAV-AP joint case is illustrated in Figure 3 . The basic components of the system are a base station (BS), UAVs, and sensor devices. As illustrated in Figure 3 , some of the UAVs work as APs at the predetermined AP positions. The BS is connected to the internet and forwards sensor data to users over the internet, while the UAVs at the AP positions form a wireless mesh network for collecting sensor data from sensor devices and forward the data to the BS in a multihop manner. The BS is operated with an energy infrastructure, while the UAVs are operated with batteries. Although sensor devices are also operated with batteries, this paper does not discuss energy issues for sensor devices because, in general, their lifetimes are sufficiently long, even with small batteries [25] .
JNT-CH and JNT-RP in Table 1 follow the UAV-AP joint model, in which UAVs work as APs when they stay at the AP positions. UAVs not working as APs are necessary for sustaining the lifetime of the network. When a UAV with a longer battery lifetime arrives at a predetermined position, the UAV working as an AP at that position is replaced with that one. The difference between the JNT-CH and JNT-RP models is that, while UAVs need to wait at the ES until their batteries are fully charged in JNT-CH, they can replace their batteries with well-charged ones in advance at the ES in JNT-RP. In comparison with the UAV-AP separate models, the UAV-AP joint models have advantages due to their simplicity: UAVs require no mechanisms for charging or replacing AP batteries and do not need to carry APs. This also enables us to use a simple scheduling algorithm for UAVs. A realistic application of our system model in Figure 3 is research and prevention of disasters in untouched wilderness areas and disaster-damaged areas, where it is often difficult but important to collect sensor data. An example of such an application is detection of forest fires [26] . By collecting sensor data related to vegetation in real time, we can quickly detect when a forest fire might occur; the collected data are used to estimate the hydric stress and risk index, which enables early detection of forest fires.
Problem formulation
In the previous section, we presented a system model in the UAV-AP joint case and described the details of the two UAV-AP joint models in Table 1 . In general, as the number of UAVs operated in the system increases, it becomes increasingly challenging to schedule them, place APs, place ESs, and manage the interactions among these aspects. In the rest of the paper, we work under the assumption that the smaller the number of UAVs needed to achieve specified system level performance goals is, the more desirable the configuration.
To simplify the problem formulation, in this paper, we assume that UAVs fly from an AP position to the closest ES or from an ES to an AP position; i.e., they do not directly fly between AP positions. Suppose that i and N , which are shown in Figure 4 , represent the identification number and the number of AP positions and that d i denotes the distance from AP position i to the closest ES. T ES , T AP , T f , T b , and T b denote the required time duration for charging or replacing the battery at the ES, the battery lifetime of the AP, the one-way trip time between the ES and the AP position, the remaining battery lifetime of the UAV from the ES to the AP position, and the remaining battery lifetime of the UAV from the AP position to the ES, respectively. The problem of minimizing the number of UAVs can be stated as
where M denotes the total number of UAVs required for maintaining the sustainability of the network in the model, D is the set of distances between each AP and the closest ES, and ρ is the scheduling rule for UAVs. Every UAV in the system is autonomously operated according to ρ in a distributed manner. When UAVs are operated, three constraints must be satisfied:
where constraint (2) means that the AP lifetime must be longer than the sum of the roundtrip flying time of the UAV between the ES and the AP position and the battery charging or replacement time for every AP position. Otherwise, the network could not be sustained due to the depletion of the battery of one or more APs. Constraint (3) means that the UAV should not suffer complete battery discharge while flying to the AP position. T b is the remaining battery lifetime after the battery has been charged or replaced at the ES. Constraint (4) means that the UAV should not suffer complete battery discharge while flying back to the ES. T b in the UAV-AP joint model is the remaining battery lifetime after the battery has been consumed by a UAV that worked as an AP.
In the joint AP model, at least one UAV must work as an AP at each predetermined AP position. Therefore, M should be equal to N + m, where N is the number of AP positions and m is the number of redundant UAVs not working as APs. In a basic operation in this model, the number of redundant UAVs is one for each AP position; therefore, the baseline required number of UAVs in this model is 2N . The minimum number of required UAVs is N + 1, which means that only one redundant UAV is operated to maintain a network that consists of N AP positions. Consider the worst case, in which all the APs start operating and consuming their batteries simultaneously. If only one redundant UAV is used to maintain all the AP positions, constraint (2) is changed to
which becomes more difficult to satisfy as N increases. Now, we compare the two UAV-AP joint models in Table  1 . JNT-CH simply follows constraints (2) to (4) and (5). In the rest of the paper, we assume that the time consumed for battery replacement is negligible because it was reported that it took only approximately ten seconds in a prototyped system [15] and will be shorter in a commercialized version. Therefore, in JNT-RP, T ES is zero in constraints (2) and (5). JNT-RP can satisfy constraint (5) and achieve the minimum number of required UAVs, namely, N +1, more easily than JNT-CH, which will be examined later through simulation evaluation.
Heuristic scheduling algorithm
Finding the optimal scheduling rule of UAVs directly from the optimization problem (1) is intractable because the bat-tery discharging and charging functions are time-varying and nonlinear [27] . Therefore, we focus on heuristic algorithms -one for JNT-CH and one for JNT-RP. Every UAV in the system is autonomously operated with these algorithms in a distributed manner. The algorithms are used mainly to determine how UAVs are associated with AP positions and when UAVs fly back to the ES. Note that we assume that the information sharing necessary for scheduling UAVs in the system is ideally performed under the supervision of the BS or ES. Figure 5 shows the flowchart for the scheduling algorithm of UAVs for JNT-CH. The notations used in the figure are defined in Table 2 . In the initial state, which is denoted as a-1, the operated UAV is associated with one of the predetermined AP positions, and the initial position of the operated UAV is the associated AP position. The next step, which is denoted as a-2, judges whether another UAV v has arrived at the associated AP position after the operated UAV has arrived. If so, the operated UAV leaves for and arrives at the ES, as shown in a-3. In a-4 and a-5, the operated UAV is charged at the ES until its battery becomes full. The next step, namely, a-6, determines the AP position with which the operated UAV should be associated. J is the set of AP positions with which the number of associated UAVs is the smallest. K is the set of AP positions in J at which the remaining battery capacity is the smallest. In Figure  5 , i u = i k (k ∈ K) means that the operated UAV is associated with one of the AP positions in K. After determining the associated AP position, the operated UAV leaves for and arrives at that position. T u (i u ) is updated to be used in a-2. Every UAV independently repeats these steps until it receives a termination instruction. The scheduling algorithm for JNT-RP is similar to the algorithm for JNT-CH described above because both follow the UAV-AP joint model, although JNT-RP adopts battery replacement. The difference between the algorithms for JNT-RP and JNT-CH is that a-4 is replaced with B u (t) = B max (t) in the algorithm for JNT-RP, which means that UAV u replaces its battery with the most-charged one at the ES, and a-5 is removed.
UAV-AP separate case
System model
The proposed system in the UAV-AP separate case is illustrated in Figure 6 . The basic components of the system are the same as those in the joint case (Figure 3 ). In the separate case, UAVs carry and place separate APs at the predetermined AP positions in advance. After that, UAVs are operated only to maintain the sustainability of the network of pre-allocated APs.
SPT-CH and SPT-RP in Table 1 follow the UAV-AP separate model, in which APs are initially placed at the predetermined positions and UAVs work to maintain AP and UAV batteries. In SPT-CH, UAVs charge their batteries at the ES, as in JNT-CH, and provide the energy capacity for APs from their batteries. In SPT-RP, UAVs are allowed to replace their batteries with well-charged batteries in advance at the ES and swap batteries with APs to sustain the lifetimes of APs. Therefore, in SPT-RP, UAVs need to be equipped with a function that enables them to swap 
Problem formulation
The optimization problem and the constraints in the UAV-AP separate case can be represented by (1) and (2) to (4), respectively, as in the UAV-AP joint case. However, in the UAV-AP separate model, since separate APs are allocated to the AP positions in advance, M is equal to m. Moreover, in the UAV-AP separate model, T b in constraint (4) is the remaining battery lifetime after the battery has been consumed by the AP. The baseline required number of UAVs is N ; N UAVs are operated to maintain the batteries of N separate APs. Moreover, the minimum number of required UAVs is 1; only one UAV is used to maintain the sustainability of the network. Constraint (5) is applicable We compare the two UAV-AP separate models in Table  1 . In SPT-CH, an additional term, namely, T U A , should be added to constraints (2) and (5); T U A is the time required to complete the battery charge from the UAV to the AP. Since we assume that the time required for battery replacement is negligible, in SPT-RP, T ES is zero in constraints (2) and (5). Therefore, SPT-RP can satisfy constraint (5) and achieve the minimum number of required UAVs, which is 1, more easily than SPT-CH. This will be examined later thorough simulation evaluation. Figure 7 shows a flowchart of SPT-CH, which is the UAV-AP separate and battery-charged model. The notations listed in Table 2 are also used here. The initial state, which is denoted as b-1, is the same as a-1. The next step, which is denoted as b-2, judges whether the remaining battery capacity of the associated AP is larger than that of the operated UAV. If not so, the operated UAV charges the associated AP in b-3. Although the other steps in SPT-CH are almost the same as those in JNT-CH, UPDATE T u (i u ) is not required because APs are separated from UAVs in SPT-CH. In the flowchart of SPT-RP, which is the UAV-AP separate and battery-replacement model, b-2 is replaced with B iu (t) = B u (t), B u (t) = B iu (t), and b-3 is removed. In addition, b-5 is replaced with B u (t) = B max (t) and b-6 is removed in SPT-RP. 
Heuristic scheduling algorithm
Feasibility evaluation
This section presents and discusses the simulation model for evaluating the feasibility of the proposed system and the results. We used the number of UAVs required to maintain the system, which was the objective in the problem formulation in the previous section, as the metric for the evaluation. According to the problem formulation in the previous section, the required number of UAVs depends on the AP positions, the ES position, and the scheduling rule; it does not depend on the locations and the traffic characteristics of sensor devices, which will be considered in the throughput evaluation in Section 5. We examine the models listed in Table 1 and discussed in the previous section: JNT-CH, JNT-RP, SPT-CH, and SPT-RP. UAVs are operated in accordance with the scheduling algorithms for each model, which are described in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.3.
Simulation model
In our simulations, we used the two types of mesh topologies illustrated in Figure 8 . In topology I, the AP positions are placed in alignment at intervals of 100 m. The number of AP positions N is equal to n. In topology II, the AP positions are placed in a grid, where the intervals of both row and column placements are 100 m. Therefore, in topology II, the number of AP positions N is equal to n 2 . Table 3 summarizes the parameters used in our simulations, which we set not far from the specifications of recently commercialized UAVs [28] . We assumed that the separate APs and UAVs working as APs in the joint model consume a constant amount of energy for communicating. As we mentioned, we assumed that the time consumption for battery replacement is negligible. Our simulator was developed using C++. 
Battery model
Given that battery discharge models applicable to our simulations are not available yet, we developed one, which is described next. Specifically, we developed a numerical model that enables us to reproduce the nonlinear discharge characteristics of realistic batteries. The proposed discharge model is defined as a function denoted as discharge(X i , P , t s ), where X i , P , and t s are the initial stateof-charge (SOC) value in %, the constant discharge power, and the discharge duration, respectively. The output of discharge(X i , P , t s ) is the SOC value of the battery that has been discharged with P for t s after the initial state. Traub reported that, although D − V (discharge capacityvoltage) curves are different for different current values I, D − V I n forms a unique curve upon selection of an appropriate value of n, regardless of current I [27] . We assumed the use of a lithium-ion battery (Panasonic UPF614496; 2700 mAh capacity) and used the real measurement result of the D − V curve given in [29] . For n = 0.081 (which is determined using the least-squares method), the D − V I n curve can be approximated by
By equations (6) and (7), we can calculate the remaining capacity of a battery at any time, even after the battery has been consumed at different power levels for different purposes, i.e., flying and communicating. In Figure 9 , the characteristics of the discharged battery in the cases of flying and communicating are plotted. We also developed a numerical battery charge model, which enables us to reproduce the nonlinear charge characteristic of realistic batteries. The proposed model is represented as a function denoted as charge(X i , t ref ), where X i (in %) and t ref (in seconds) are the SOC value and charge duration, respectively. The output of charge(X i , t ref ) is the SOC value of a battery that has been charged for t ref after the initial state. For validating the numerical model, we used the real t − C (time -charge capacity) curve of the lithium-ion battery given in [29] . If the battery is charged using the constant-voltage/constant-current method, the t − C curve can be approximated by C = 2700 3600 t (0 < t < 2238), 
From these equations, we obtain the remaining capacity of a battery that has been charged for a specified amount of time after the initial state of SOC. In Figure 9 , the characteristic curve of the charged battery is plotted. Figure 10 plots the number of required UAVs in the four models, namely, JNT-CH, JNT-RP, SPT-CH, and SPT-RP, for topology I. The horizontal axis corresponds to n in Figure 8 . First, let us observe the results for the two UAV-AP joint models: JNT-CH and JNT-RP. As we explained in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2, the theoretical baseline and lower bound for these models are M = 2N and M = N + 1, respectively. Compared with these two theoretical benchmarks, JNT-CH requires a smaller number of UAVs than the baseline, while JNT-RP achieves the lower bound. As we discussed in the previous section, since T ES in JNT-RP is zero, it can easily satisfy constraint (5), which is why the number of required UAVs is reduced to the lower bound.
Results
On the other hand, to satisfy the requirement given by constraint (2), JNT-CH needs a specific number of UAVs between the baseline and the lower bound. Next, we consider the results of the two UAV-AP separate models: SPT-CH and SPT-RP. The baseline and the theoretical lower bound for the UAV-AP separate models are M = N and M = 1, respectively. As shown in Figure 10 , the number of required UAVs in SPT-CH is almost the same as in the baseline, which means that SPT-CH did not work efficiently. This is because, as we mentioned in Section 3.3.2, SPT-CH incurs additional overhead because of the charging time from UAVs to APs, namely, T U A , which is not included in SPT-RP. In contrast, SPT-RP achieves the lower bound. Finally, we discuss the number of required batteries in JNT-RP and SPT-RP, which is also plotted in Figure 10 . It was surprising that the number of required batteries was the same for both. When a new UAV arrives at an AP position, in JNT-RP, the UAV working as an AP at that position leaves for the ES, carrying its discharged battery. In contrast, in SPT-RP, separate APs are preallocated at the positions, and the discharged batteries are carried by UAVs, which is essentially the same as in JNT-RP. In both JNT-RP and SPT-RP, at least, n batteries are necessary for n AP positions. Therefore, if we subtract n from the number of required batteries plotted in Figure 10 , we observe that only 3 to 5 additional batteries are required. Figure 11 plots the results for topology II. The trends are almost the same as those shown in Figure 10 : 1) the required numbers of UAVs in both the UAV-AP joint and separate models were between the lower bound and the baseline for each model; 2) JNT-RP and SPT-RP achieved the lower bounds; and 3) SPT-CH did not reduce the number of required UAVs compared with the baseline because of its battery charging overhead from UAVs to APs. However, unlike in Figure 10 , quadric-like increases in the numbers of required UAVs and batteries vs. n are shown in Figure 11 . This is because the number of AP positions N increases proportionally with n 2 . The additional number of batteries required in JNT-RP and SPT-RP in topology II ranged from 3 to 33, which is much larger than in the case of topology I because the number of AP positions is much larger.
In summary, JNT-RP and SPT-RP require only the lower-bound number of UAVs. They can be operated with only 3 to 5 additional batteries in topology I, while 3 to 33 additional batteries are necessary to sustain topology II. However, as we mentioned in Section 3.3.1, a technical difficulty is encountered in SPT-RP: UAVs need to be equipped with a function that enables them to swap batteries with APs, which is not necessary in the other three models. Therefore, we conclude that JNT-RP is the best option.
5 Throughput evaluation
Simulation model
In the previous sections, we used the number of required UAVs and the number of required batteries as metrics to examine the feasibility of our system. In this section, using throughput as the metric, we discuss how our system works as a wireless mesh network that delivers sensing data. We used QualNet, which is a well-known off-the-shelf software for wireless network simulations [30] , to measure throughput. We assumed a scenario in which distributed sensor devices upload their sensor data to a BS located at the same position as the ES in Figure 8 via the nearest AP to each sensor device. However, we only observed throughputs of aggregated data from each AP to the BS, which we thought was sufficient for evaluating the capability of the network in collecting sensor data because we can assume that transmissions from sensor devices to APs do not affect the aggregated throughputs if the frequency channel assigned to the sensor-AP transmission is isolated from AP-AP and AP-BS transmissions. We measured the average throughput from each AP to the BS and the total throughput to determine an appropriate range of n in topologies I and II in terms of the capability of collecting sensor data.
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 4 . We adopted IEEE802.11g as the wireless interface for AP-AP and AP-BS transmissions because its transmission rate is determined on the basis of the channel model more simply than more recent specifications such as 11n and 11ac [31] , which use the multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) technology [32] . The ad hoc mode of IEEE802.11g is used for AP-AP and AP-BS links.
As the network-level setting, the ad hoc on-demand dis-tance vector (AODV) [33] is used as the routing protocol in the wireless mesh networks. AODV is a reactive routing protocol; it does not maintain routing tables continuously but produces them only when data must be forwarded, which we believe is suitable for our system because the topology and nodes of the network can dynamically change.
As the application-level setting, to simulate traffic flows of aggregated sensor data from APs to the BS, constantbitrate (CBR) traffic was generated at each AP. To keep the total traffic load in the network constant, we set the bitrate of the CBR traffic to 24 Mbps divided by the number of APs, where 24 Mbps is close to the effective transmission rate of 11g with 54 Mbps as the physical transmission rate. Figure 12 plots throughput versus n in topology I. The total throughput was high in the range of n ≤ 4, while it decreased as n increased when n ≥ 5. This is because as n increases, channel contention and frame collision occur more easily, which results in decreased throughput. The average throughput degraded drastically in the figure as n increased. According to the error bars, the difference between the maximum and minimum throughputs was small when n ≤ 3 and increased when n ≥ 4. The minimum throughput was zero when n ≥ 7, which indicates that some APs could not upload their data to the BS. Since the maximum number of hopcounts from APs to the BS increases as n increases, it is more difficult for APs further from the BS to deliver their data to their destination (the BS). This suggests that, in practice, we should operate our system in the range of n ≤ 6. To operate the network in the range of n ≥ 7, we should limit the uploading rates from APs so that APs far from the BS can deliver their data to the BS. Figure 13 (a) plots throughput versus n in topology II. Note that in topology II, the number of APs N is equal to n 2 . High total throughput was available when n ≤ 3, while it degraded as n increased when n ≥ 4. This is because as n becomes large, the network becomes more congested.
Results
To focus on the throughput performance in the case of large numbers of APs, we show the average/minimum/maximum throughputs in the range of 5 ≤ n ≤ 10 in Figure 13 (b). The average throughput was smaller than 1 Mbps. According to the error bars, the differences in throughput among APs were large when n ≥ 5. In particular, when n ≥ 6, the minimum throughput was zero, which indicates that some APs could not upload data Figure 12 : Throughput performance in topology I. Total throughput, average throughput, and maximum/minimum throughputs are plotted using ×s, circles, and error bars, respectively.
to the BS. Thus, in topology II, in practice, we should operate our system in the range of n ≤ 5. As we mentioned for Figure 12 , to operate the network in the range of n ≥ 5, we should limit the uploading rates from APs so that APs far from the BS can deliver their sensor data to the BS.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a new design of wireless mesh networks formed by UAVs under the assumption that batteries and APs are replaceable and separable from UAVs and both are carried and placed at appropriate positions by the mechanical automation of UAVs. We first presented possible models of UAV-formed multihop networks and compared them. Then, we presented the problem formulation and the scheduling algorithm of UAVs. Through computer simulations, we numerically evaluated the number of UAVs that each model requires for maintaining a wireless mesh network. The simulation results suggested that the number of required UAVs is affected by the number of AP positions and can be minimized by introducing a battery replacement function. We also considered a realistic battery model and the required number of batteries and showed that our system performs well. Furthermore, throughput analysis demonstrated how our system performs as a wireless meshnetwork infrastructure for sensor nodes. Future work will include implementation and experimental evaluation of the proposed system. 
